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Abstract 

We propose a method to create large-scale Japanese medical 

dictionaries that include symptom names and information 

about the relationship between a disease and its symptoms us-

ing a large web archive that includes large amounts of text writ-

ten by non-medical experts. Our goal is to develop a diagnosis 

support system that makes a diagnosis according to the natural 

language (NL) inputs provided by patients. To achieve this, two 

medical dictionaries need to be constructed: one that includes 

a wide variety of symptom names expressed in NL and another 

that includes information about the relationship between a dis-

ease and its symptoms. Dictionaries will then be used to predict 

the patient’s disease via two developed methods that extract 

symptom names and disease–symptom relationships. Both 

methods retrieve sentences using WISDOM X and then apply 

neural classifiers to them. Our experimental results show that 

our methods achieved 93.8% and 88.3% in the F1-score, re-

spectively. 
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Introduction 

Recently, there have been rising expectations for the introduc-

tion of an automatic diagnosis support system (DSS) as ad-

vanced artificial intelligence techniques, including deep learn-

ing, have developed and electronic medical reports have be-

come widely used in the medical field. To develop a DSS, first 

medical dictionaries that include a wide variety of symptom ex-

pressions and disease–symptom relationship information need 

to be created. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no such 

large-scale Japanese dictionaries exist.  

This study aims to develop a DSS that can formulate diagnoses 

according to the NL inputs given by patients, such as short texts 

describing their health problems or symptoms. In this work, a 

method is proposed to create large-scale medical dictionaries 

that include NL expressions referring to symptoms and disease–

symptom relationships. Hereafter, these NL expressions will be 

referred to as “symptom names.”  

To collect symptom expressions and relationships (shown in 

Table 1), various approaches using rule-based systems, NL 

techniques, and machine learning (ML) have been proposed. 

However, their target documents are relatively formal texts, 

such as medical textbooks, scientific papers, and electronic 

medical records. Unlike the texts written by medical experts, 

inputs given by patients contain a wide range of NL expressions 

about symptoms. For example, patients may state “tiredness” or 

“lack of energy” when referring to fatigue. In English, there are 

some available resources of patients’ informal expressions such 

as the Patient-Free Term List [1] and Patient-Reported 

Outcomes version of the Common Terminology Criteria for 

Adverse Events (PRO-CTCAE), a library of items for patient 

self-reporting of symptomatic adverse events (AEs) developed 

by the U.S. National Cancer Institute. PRO-CTCAE includes 

78 symptomatic AE terms and is translated into Japanese [2], 

however, to obtain expressions more widely used in Japan, a 

Japanese medical dictionary that includes a comprehensive va-

riety of NL symptom expressions needs to be created. In addi-

tion, to predict patients’ diseases, another dictionary that in-

cludes information about the relationship between a disease and 

its symptoms needs to be generated. The disease–symptom re-

lationships should cover a wide range of symptom names used 

by patients so that the system can predict diseases from the in-

puts given by the patients. This work aims to extract a broad 

range of symptom names and the causal relationship between 

diseases and their symptoms using a large web archive, which 

includes a large amount of text written by non-medical experts 

to cover symptom names as entered by the user and correlate 

the relationship to known diseases. To this end, the authors de-

veloped two neural methods that extract symptom names and 

information about disease–symptom relationships. Both meth-

ods initially retrieve sentences that include symptom candidate 

names using the open-domain question answering system 

WISDOM X [3], and then they apply two neural methods: one 

for extracting symptom names and one for extracting disease–

symptom relationship. The experimental results show that the 

proposed symptom name extraction method achieved a 93.8% 

F1-score, and the disease–symptom relationship extraction 

method achieved an 88.3% F1-score. Moreover, the proposed 

methods can acquire symptom names that are not included in 

the training data and the existing Japanese medical term dic-

tionaries; this finding exemplifies the possibility of developing 

this system further. 

Definition of symptoms 

In this work, all changes caused by the diseases of living organ-

isms are regarded as symptoms and are referred to as “symptom 

names.” They contain expressions of physical features ob-

served by the patient and are hypothesized by the patient to be 

a sign of a disease. Symptoms are defined as such because the 

patients are expected to express general symptoms, including 

the expressed symptoms of subjective experiences (e.g., fatigue 

and paresthesia), the objectively observed findings (e.g., ery-

thema and systolic murmur), and the disease names of the com-

plications, to a DSS without distinction between these catego-

ries. 
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Methods 

Materials 

WISDOM X is a Japanese open-domain question answering 

system that uses four billion web pages as its information 

source (https://wisdom-nict.jp) [3]. It answers a wide range of 

questions, such as “What is AI used for?” and “What happens 

if global warming worsens?” This study used WISDOM X be-

cause it enabled the efficient extraction of sentences that in-

clude a symptom candidate. For example, when “What is 

caused by AMI?” was typed into WISDOM X, the program an-

swered that “AMI causes life-threatening arrhythmia,” in which 

“life-threatening arrhythmia” is regarded as a symptom candi-

date name (Figure 1). 

A list of questions was created to be entered into WISDOM X; 

each of these questions consisted of a certain disease name and 

a question template (e.g., “what is caused by [DISEASE]”). 

First, 25,367 disease names were collected from the disease 

name master list of Japanese International Statistical Classifi-

cation of Diseases and Related Health Problems Tenth Revision 

[4] and the doctor national examination question criteria [5]. 

This list was then expanded to 25,916 names using a contextu-

ally similar word database [6].  

 

 

Figure 1 – An example of using WISDOM X. 

Further, the authors manually generated 67 question templates 

(e.g., “What happens with [DISEASE]” and “What does 

[DISEASE] cause?”) and obtained 1,736,372 questions by ex-

haustively combining disease names and question templates. 

All questions were entered WISDOM X and 3,894,833 sen-

tences that contained both a disease name and a symptom can-

didate name were found. Out of the 25,916 disease names, 

10,467 (40.4%) had at least one or more answers. 

The symptom candidate names extracted as above contain ex-

pressions that are irrelevant to proper symptoms, and they were 

removed as follows. Specific noun classes were identified (10 

classes) that contain expressions mostly relevant to symptoms 

in a noun semantic class dictionary created by applying the 

word semantic classification method [7] to a large-scale web 

document (containing approximately 600 million documents). 

For example, the classes mainly consist of suffixes related to 

illness, such as “-syndrome”, “-ache” and “-emia”. Then, ex-

pressions that include an entry in the selected 10 class diction-

ary were extracted from the above 3,894,833 sentences. As a 

result, 127,352 sentences were obtained. The number of unique 

disease names and unique symptom candidate names were 

7,423 and 32,550, respectively. 

Data construction for training and evaluation 

In this work, data construction for training and evaluation was 

performed by the following two human judgment tasks. An ex-

ample of the human judgment tasks is shown in Table 1. 

Symptom Name Extraction (SNE) 

Human annotators judged whether a given symptom candidate 

name is proper in a sentence or not. Even if a given expression 

is part of a longer symptom name, it was identified as proper 

(e.g., “loss” is regarded as SNE in the fourth example in Table 

1). 

Disease–Symptom Recognition (DSR) 

Human annotators judged whether a given proper symptom 

name is caused by a given disease sentence. The disease–symp-

tom relationship was judged based on the content of the sen-

tence. In other words, the annotators did not care if the relation-

ship is proper in the real world. 

Table 1 – Annotation Examples 

Examples were translated into English for readability. P and 

N denote proper and non-proper expressions (or relation-

ships), respectively. 

 EXAMPLES SNE DSR 

1 This (dishay fever) has given me (syma 

runny nose).
P P 

2 (symMethod) for treatment of (disAortic 

Regurgitation).
N - 

3 It causes such (symsymptoms) as intracra-

nial calcification, hepatosplenomegaly 

and liver disorder, jaundice, microceph-

aly, psychomotor development delay, 

convulsion, (disretinitis), and the like. 

P N 

4 (disAcute myocardial infarction) causes 

violent chest pain, cold sweat, and (sym-

loss) of consciousness, ... 

P P 

 

Seven annotators who are non-medical experts worked on these 

two tasks, and 50,000 sentences were sampled from the above 

127,352 sentences used in the final dataset. Each sentence was 

triple-annotated for the SNE and DSR tasks. Then, the final la-

bel for each sentence was determined by a majority vote among 

the three annotators. As a result, 26,363 (52.7%) and 15,547 

(31.1%) terms were labeled as proper symptom names and as 

disease–symptom relationships, respectively. The inter-rater 

agreement of Fleiss' kappa of SNE and DSR were 0.823 and 

0.788, respectively, denoting substantial agreement. 

The 50,000 samples were divided into training, validation, de-

velopment and test sets, and they were used in the experiment’s 

settings described later. A set was also created from the test 

(All) by excluding symptom candidate names contained within 

the training set, the validation set, and the existing Japanese 

medical term dictionaries [8, 9] to evaluate the system’s ability 

to deal with newly discovered expressions (labelled as “Un-

known” in Table 2). 

Table 2 – Statistics of the datasets 

 Total 
Number of positive instances

SNE DSR

Training 35,000 18,489 10,877

Validation 5,000 2,581 1,532

Development 5,000 2,624 1,608

Test (All) 

Test (Unknown)

5,000 

1,056 

2,669

586

1,530

367
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Neural network-based models for SNE and DSR 

In the SNE and DSR methods, a multi-column convolutional 

neural network (MCNN) [10], which is a variant of a convolu-

tional neural network [11], with several independent columns, 

was used. Each column has its own convolutional and pooling 

layers. The outputs of all the columns are combined in the last 

layer to provide a final prediction. MCNNs have been widely 

used in NL processing tasks, such as question answering [12]. 

MCNNs were also used in tasks such as causality recognition 

[13] and zero anaphora resolution [14], in which, target expres-

sions and their surrounding contexts should be considered. In 

the study’s tasks, such contextual clues are essential for DSR, 

it is expected that MCNNs will accurately recognize these rela-

tionships.  

The architecture of the MCNN used and its inputs are shown in 

Figure 2. As an input to the MCNN, an input sentence was first 

divided into five consecutive word sequences: a symptom can-

didate name (SYM), a given disease name (DIS), the word se-

quence before the SYM (BFR), the word sequence between the 

SYM and the DIS (BTWN), and the word sequence after the 

DIS (AFTR). If the DIS precedes the SYM, the BFR is the word 

sequence before the DIS while the AFTR is the word sequence 

after the SYM. These five-word sequences are independently 

given to the corresponding columns (Column 1 to Column 5 in 

Figure 2). Additionally, the question used for retrieving the sen-

tence (Q) was also used as the input for the other column (Col-

umn 6) to use the relationship between the Q and the corre-

sponding answer. Hereafter, we refer to the combination of the 

DIS and the SYM as BASE and the combination of the BFR, 

BTWN, and AFTR as CONT[ext]. 

The divided word sequences lack the relative linear-position 

feature indicating whether the SYM precedes the DIS or not. 

To integrate the linear-position into the MCNN, one of the three 

symbols representing the relative position (i.e., L[eft] and 

R[ight] and S[ymptom]) was assigned to each word in the sen-

tence. Each symbol was converted into randomly initialized 10-

dimensional vectors and was concatenated with the original 

word embedding vector to use it as a column’s input. Hereafter, 

we refer to the use of the position vectors as LOC[ation]. 

 

 

Figure2 – The MCNN architecture 

Experimental settings  

The performance of the proposed methods was evaluated using 

the datasets presented above. For the word embeddings used in 

the MCNN, 500-dimensional word embedding vectors were 

pre-trained for 1,658,487 words using the skip-gram model [15] 

on a set of all the sentences extracted from Wikipedia articles 

(jawiki-20150118; 35,975,219 sentences). Words that did not 

occur in the embedding vocabulary were treated as unknown 

words. Each of them was assigned a distinct random vector. The 

sentences in the datasets were tokenized by a Japanese morpho-

logical analyzer, MeCab [16].  

For the convolutional layer of the MCNN, a combination of 

{100, 300} for the filter size and {(3, 4, 5), (4, 5, 6)} for the 

filter widths were tried. In the pooling layer, max-pooling is 

performed. The final layer has vectors coming from multiple 

feature maps in multiple columns. They are concatenated again 

and constitute a high-dimensional feature vector. The final 

layer applies a softmax function to produce the class probabili-

ties of the SNE or the DSR labels: true and false. A mini-batch 

stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with the Adadelta update 

rule was used. To avoid overfitting, early stopping was admin-

istered using the validation dataset and the dropout; a dropout 

rate of 0.5 was applied to the final layer, and SGD with mini-

batches of 100 and a learning decay rate of 0.95 were used. In 

training, the best epoch of the MCNN was selected by the F1-

score on the validation set, and the optimal hyperparameters 

were selected using the development set. 

To compare with our proposed method, we introduced two 

baseline methods. One extracts all symptom candidate names 

as proper ones and regards given pairs of a symptom and a dis-

ease name as proper disease–symptom relationships. This 

method was called the AllPositive method. The other is a tradi-

tional ML method of document classification based on support 

vector machines (SVM) with Latent Semantic Indexing fea-

tures converted from a Bag of Words representation of context. 

This was called the SVM method. The McNemar test (α=0.05) 

was used to examine whether the classification performance of 

our method was significantly better than that of each of the 

baseline methods. 

Results 

The experimental results are shown in Table 3. On the evalua-

tion of SNE, the results showed that the F1-score of our pro-

posed method (Proposed (i.e. BASE+CONT+Q+LOC) in Table 

3) was 93.8%, which was significantly better than those of the 

AllPositive and SVM (69.6% and 77.3%). We also conducted 

ablation test, that is, we evaluated performances of the Pro-

posed methods that did not use one of Q, CONT, and LOC. 

However, as shown in Table 3, each of them didn’t significantly 

contribute to performance improvement in both cases of evalu-

ating test (All) and test (Unknown). 

Of the DSR models, the Proposed method significantly outper-

formed the two baselines (AllPositive and SVM). In this case, 

the F1-score of the Proposed method was significantly better 

than the Proposed without CONT and that without LOC. That 

is, only the Q didn’t contribute to performance improvement (p 

= 0.071). 

The results using the test (Unknown) showed that the Proposed 

method significantly outperformed the AllPositive and SVM 

baselines in the cases of extracting unknown symptom names 

and recognizing unknown disease-symptom relationship, while 

F1-scores are relatively worse than those of the test (All).  
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Table 3 – Performance of Symptom Name Extraction (SNE) and Disease-Symptom Recognition (DSR) 

 

Development dataset 
Test dataset 

All Unknown

Recall
Preci-

sion 

F1-

score
McNemar

p-value 
Recall

Preci-

sion

F1-

score
McNemar 

p-value 
Recall 

Preci-

sion 

F1-

score
McNemar

p-value 

SNE 

AllPositive 1.000 0.546 0.688 <0.001* 1.000 0.556 0.696 <0.001* 1.000 0.576 0.714 <0.001*

SVM 0.761 0.782 0.771 <0.001* 0.761 0.785 0.773 <0.001* 0.765 0.821 0.792 <0.001*

Proposed 0.955 0.935 0.945 - 0.942 0.934 0.938 - 0.867 0.922 0.894 -

Proposed w/o Q 0.956 0.932 0.944 0.767  0.945 0.933 0.939 0.697   0.877 0.921 0.899 0.450  

Proposed w/o CONT 0.928 0.944 0.936 0.009* 0.921 0.947 0.934 0.306   0.843 0.925 0.882 0.177  

Proposed w/o LOC 0.939 0.953 0.946 0.323  0.921 0.954 0.937 0.930   0.838 0.937 0.885 0.265  

DSR 

AllPositive 1.000 0.348 0.487 <0.001* 1.000 0.332 0.469 <0.001* 1.000 0.370 0.516 <0.001*

SVM 0.496 0.735 0.592 <0.001* 0.500 0.708 0.586 <0.001* 0.583 0.716 0.643 <0.001*

Proposed 0.901 0.872 0.886 - 0.904 0.864 0.883 - 0.880 0.868 0.874 -

Proposed w/o Q 0.879 0.887 0.883 0.869  0.871 0.875 0.873 0.071   0.845 0.868 0.856 0.108  

Proposed w/o CONT 0.825 0.800 0.812 <0.001* 0.834 0.791 0.812 <0.001* 0.793 0.764 0.778 <0.001*

Proposed w/o LOC 0.875 0.843 0.859 <0.001* 0.871 0.825 0.847 <0.001* 0.823 0.823 0.823 <0.001*

Note: w/o stands for without; the Proposed method consists of BASE, CONT, Q and LOC; and * indicates  p < 0.05 compared with the 

Proposed method 

Discussion 

In the SNE task, the performance of the Proposed method was 

not statistically significant compared with the model without Q, 

CONT, or LOC. It means that SNE should be performed using 

the clues that are extracted from the words of symptom candi-

date names. 

On the other hand, in the DSR task, performance of the Pro-

posed method was significantly improved by the CONT and 

LOC. This indicates that the accuracy is increased by utilizing 

the contexts surrounding the DIS and the SYM and by consid-

ering relative linear-position of DIS and SYM. However, the 

performance was not increased by the Q. The relationship be-

tween a question and the corresponding answer was used in 

hopes of improving the model’s performance. It may be be-

cause the questions are indirectly related to DIS and SYM, and 

thus has no significant positive effect for performance improve-

ment, while they are important to extract sentences that include 

both DIS and SYM. 

It was also expected that the following two issues eventually 

led to high F1-score in DSR. The first one is related to the an-

notation guidelines of DSR. In the annotations of DSR, annota-

tors read the context where the DIS and the SYM both appear 

and then judge their disease-symptom relationship. That is, if 

disease-symptom relationship is easily interpretable by its con-

text, annotators tend to regard it as proper relationship. We ex-

pect that such contextual clues are relatively easily captured by 

MCNNs through the word embedding vectors and convolution-

pooling operations. The second issue is related to the text for-

mat in which the DIS and the SYM are described. In our dataset, 

the DIS and the SYM co-occurred in the titles of kinds of med-

ical case reports and thus disease and symptom names appeared 

involving with typical templates, such as "a case of DIS exhib-

iting SYM," "DIS accompanying SYM," and "DIS with SYM," 

making the recognition easy. 

Finally, the ability of the prediction models to extract new 

symptom names and causal relationships between diseases and 

their symptoms was examined. Although the F1-score slightly 

decreased compared to when the model was used with the test 

(All) dataset, the prediction models maintained high accuracy 

in SNE and DSR. To explore the final goal, classifiers were de-

veloped that may permit the automatic discovery of new terms 

without added human effort. The results of the test (Unknown) 

dataset exemplify the ability to achieve this object on a web ar-

chive. 

Limitations 

There were some instances where the prediction models mis-

judged the information and provided false positives and false 

negatives; these events were sampled from DSR cases. False 

positives/negatives were mainly caused by annotation errors. 

They were generally caused by obfuscated sentences and ones 

that were translated using an automated translator. These sen-

tences tended to be unnatural as Japanese, so it made human 

judgment difficult. Another issue was medical reliability. To 

evaluate the medical reliability with respect to DSR, we sam-

pled 100 pairs of the disease and the symptom from the pairs 

that were automatically recognized by each method (AllPosi-

tive, SVM, and Proposed in Table 3) and then a medical expert 

(a physician) confirmed them whether each pair was proper or 

not. Note that the samplings and judgment by the expert were 

performed for both test (All) and test (Unknown) cases. The 

percentage of proper relationship judged by the expert for each 

method is shown in Table 4. The result was like the precisions 

of DSR in Table 3 and even in this case, the performance of the 

Proposed method drastically better than those of the remaining 

methods. The misjudged cases were classified into improper 

symptom names, apposition, complements, inclusion relation, 

reversed relation of causality, and medical errors. Compared to 

the SVM method, our methods seemed good at reading con-

texts. Only a few medical errors were located and discussed 

about the medical reliability. For example, “(disunstable angina) 

complicated with (symsevere carotid artery lesion)” and “(disster-

oid-resistant nephrotic syndrome) with (symrelapse after trans-

plantation)”, which were controversial among medical profes-

sionals. In this research, the annotators were instructed not to 

care if the relationship was proper in the real world. To avoid 

such controversial cases at the annotation phase, it might be 

useful to present multiple examples at once to easily find con-

troversial cases. 

Table 4 – Evaluation of DSR predictions 

 
Accuracy of each 100 samples

Test (All) Test (Unknown)

AllPositive 38% 52%

SVM 75% 81%

Proposed 93% 86%

 

The symptom names that were extracted by our method also 

have noises due to the parallel structure of noun phrases (e.g., 

this system recognizes “fever•cough•snivel” as a new word) 
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and word segmentation errors by Japanese morphological ana-

lyzer (e.g. “A-22” and “stomachache” was concatenated into a 

single word as “A-22stomachache”). For example, the pro-

posed symptom extraction method outputted 488 symptom 

names on the evaluation using the test (Unknown) set, but the 

28 symptom names in the output included noises due to the par-

allel structure and the 111 symptom names also included un-

necessary characters by word segmentation errors. To exclude 

the effect of such noises, we manually corrected and recounted; 

the number of unique symptom names was 524, of which 378 

cases (72.1%) were not included in the training data and the 

existing medical term dictionaries. Certainly, the 378 newly 

discovered symptom names contain variant ones that were in 

the training data, but we think that extracting such variants is 

also important for a DSS because a wide variety of symptom 

names are a key to bridge between actual symptom expression 

given by patients and the disease that causes the symptom as 

explained in the Introduction. 

In this study, a portion of phrases requiring modified symptom 

expressions (e.g., "a condition in which I felt languid", "loss of 

one’s eyesight" [No.4 in Table 1]) were collected. It is neces-

sary to collect modified expressions related to nouns (phrases) 

from this study to use with the NL processing technique to com-

plete such expressions. 

One of the limitations of the DSR data collected by the pro-

posed method is the insufficient medical reliability. This is a 

result of the information being derived from web documents, 

which are less reliable than medical books. Additionally, some 

of the content acquired from the titles of case reports existed in 

the datasets, so it is possible that rare events were included as a 

symptom name associated with a disease, such as “A Case Re-

port of [DISEASE] With Unusual Presentation and Clinical 

Course”. Therefore, it is necessary to be cautious about symp-

tom names with low relevance to the target disease. That is, the 

difficulty of merging the knowledge of experts and non-experts 

must be rectified. To solve this problem, it is necessary to de-

velop new technologies and methodologies that enable only re-

liable data to be stored in the database, such as extracting symp-

tom names from reliable medical books and identifying the re-

lationships between a disease and its symptoms. In some cases, 

manual verification may be required to judge the synonymy and 

the semantic similarity of the candidates of the disease names 

and the symptom names collected in this study using a deep 

learning technique. 

Conclusions 

In this paper, the authors developed a method to extract symp-

tom expressions and the causal relationships between diseases 

and their symptoms through deep learning from a large web ar-

chive, which included a large amount of text written by non-

medical experts. The acquired symptom names contain terms 

that do not exist in medical term dictionaries; thus, various new 

expressions can be obtained using the proposed methods. How-

ever, since expressions requiring corrections were present, 

along with the problematic medical reliability of web texts, the 

new content needs to be reevaluated before it is used. For fur-

ther improvement, the experiment could be more efficiently 

performed by focusing on the probability score of the output as 

it might help to combine the knowledge of experts and non-ex-

perts. 
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